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1.Product Introduction

The Watercolor Paint Reviews is a unique and useful set of watercolor pans! The paint is formulated to be
washable, so your artwork will pop up as you apply color to it. These 36 colours are great for advanced artists,
although beginners can use them too! They will last a long time thanks to the professional-grade quality of each
colour - just pick your favourite shade and start painting!

2.Product Parameter (Specification)

Product name: Watercolor Paint quality Color: 36colors

Capacity: 5ml Usage: Art painting

Age: Over 36months Single size: 30mm*12mm

Material: Non-toxic Color Paint OEM/ODM: acceptable

Shape: square Place of Origin: Zhejiang,China

We believe in delivering the highest quality at affordable prices so you'll never have to settle for less than
perfection.

3.Product Feature And Application

Our watercolor paint is highly pigmented, with a smooth blend and extended durability.
Our watercolor paint is made with high quality pigments and a highly-filtered waterbase. We understand that colors
have different qualities, so we make sure to give you the best possible product. This set is an ideal way to decorate
your home or to give as a gift.
Finest and highest quality watercolor paint comes in a unique red tin. These fabulous and perfect results are
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guaranteed when you are using it. This product also can be used for decorating your home and also as a useful gift
for someone.
There are 5 different colors available: Black, Yellow, Red, Blue and White. You can use them separately or all of
them together on the same paper, or you can mix them for your own creative ideas to get amazing result!
We promise that all of us including designers and artists have used this high quality watercolor paint before create
this review here. If you have any question about our product please feel free to message us. Thank you very much
for your time and attention to our product.

4.Product Details:

Watercolor paints are made in China, and they have some great benefits. Firstly, they are of a high quality and
have a good price. Additionally, shipping is fast, so it doesn't take long to get what you want!


